Development of an affinity evaluation and prediction system by using the shape complementarity characteristic between proteins.
A system was developed to evaluate and predict the interaction between protein pairs by using the widely used shape complementarity search method as the algorithm for docking simulations between the proteins. This system, which we call the affinity evaluation and prediction (AEP) system, was used to evaluate the interaction between 20 protein pairs. The system first executes a "round robin" shape complementarity search of the target protein group, and evaluates the interaction of the complex structures obtained by shape complementarity search. These complex structures are selected by using a statistical procedure that we developed called "grouping". At a low prevalence of 5.0%, our AEP system predicted protein-protein interaction with 65.0% recall, 15.1% precision, 80.0% accuracy, and had an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.74. By optimizing the grouping process, our AEP system successfully predicted 13 protein pairs (among 20 pairs) that were biologically significant combinations. Our ultimate goal is to construct an affinity database that will provide crucial information obtained using our AEP system to cell biologists and drug designers.